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ABSTRACT: RNA offers nearly unlimited potential as a target for small
molecule chemical probes and lead medicines. Many RNAs fold into
structures that can be selectively targeted with small molecules. This
Perspective discusses molecular recognition of RNA by small molecules
and highlights key enabling technologies and properties of bioactive
interactions. Sequence-based design of ligands targeting RNA has
established rules for affecting RNA targets and provided a potentially
general platform for the discovery of bioactive small molecules. The RNA
targets that contain preferred small molecule binding sites can be
identified from sequence, allowing identification of off-targets and
prediction of bioactive interactions by nature of ligand recognition of
functional sites. Small molecule targeted degradation of RNA targets
(ribonuclease-targeted chimeras, RIBOTACs) and direct cleavage by
small molecules have also been developed. These growing technologies
suggest that the time is right to provide small molecule chemical probes to target functionally relevant RNAs throughout the human
transcriptome.

■ DRUG DISCOVERY IN THE “-OMICS” ERA

In 2001, the dissemination of the draft sequence of the human
genome was noted as a crowning scientific achievement.1

Genomics inspired “omics” for nearly every biomolecule such
as the proteome, the glycome, and the transcriptome.2−5 Many
of these studies have been aimed at associating differential
biomolecule expression to disease states.6 Ideally, being armed
with an encyclopedia of genome sequence, one could readily
identify the basis for understudied diseases and rapidly develop
effective, orally bioavailable small molecule treatments.
Because of the focus of using genomics to inform medicinal

development, one of the first genome-wide analyses
determined the number of open reading frames (ORFs).
Surprisingly, these annotations, culminating in the Encyclope-
dia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) project,7 revealed that
canonical ORFs are present in only 1/3 of the genes that
humans were previously predicted to have. Additionally, only
2% of human DNA is translated into protein, the most well
studied small molecule drug target (Figure 1).8 Interestingly, it
was found that 90% of the genome is transcribed into RNA,
with the vast majority of these having non-protein-coding
functions.8,9 Noncoding RNAs have been subsequently found
to have many different functions, and analysis of the noncoding
RNA between organisms follows their complexity, in contrast
to differences in their respective protein-coding genes (Figure
1).10,11 Historically, protein is the predominant biomolecule
considered for small molecule drug targeting. Thus, drugg-
ability, or whether a target protein is a member of a family that

has been previously targeted with a small molecule, was
initially assessed across the genome for protein-coding genes.
This analysis revealed that 15% of proteins are considered
“druggable”, i.e., within genes that have been targeted with a
small molecule (Figure 1A).12,13 Recent studies suggest that
this notion may need reassessment, however. Perhaps the
language should be changed to “undrugged”, as a wide variety
of difficult to target proteins have been targeted by small
molecules, including the mutant Kirsten rat sarcoma (KRAS)
proto-oncogene.14,15

A dogma for the development of small molecules against this
fraction of the proteome has been centered on some tenants
that perhaps need re-evaluation. First, binding sites for a
bioactive ligand must be in an active site or an allosteric site to
affect function. Second, the occupancy-driven view of
pharmacology dictates that high target occupancy is necessary
for effective target inhibition. Thus, maintained exposure to the
target is the major driver of pharmacodynamic profiles. Third,
the proteome is targetable at defined three-dimensional clefts
that allow for high surface area recognition of ligands.
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Many groups have worked tirelessly to challenge these
assertions. While there are no hard and fast rules in drug
discovery, pragmatic solutions to important biomedical
problems always win out. For example, recent developments
on targeting KRAS have shown that ligands can be developed
to target important proteins that do not have the traditionally
desired ligand binding pockets.16−18 There are a variety of new
ligands in the clinic that affect these previously perceived as
impossible-to-drug targets. Additionally, work in the targeted
protein degradation, or proteolysis targeting chimeras
(PROTACs), area has challenged notions of occupancy-driven
pharmacology, as well as the necessity for bioactive ligands
targeting allosteric or active, i.e., functional, sites.19 For
example, the ability to recruit E3-ubiquitin ligases to selectively
degrade target proteins bound by selective ligands suggests that
small molecules do not require occupancy to enable a
pharmacological effect. Additionally, ligand occupancy or
“ligandability” has been studied across the proteome and has

provided an encyclopedia of information on proteome-wide
ligand occupancy.20,21

RNA could be advantageous as a small molecule drug target,
following the paradigm of occupancy-driven inhibition of
functional sites with defined three-dimensional structure
employed for enzymes and receptors. RNA is also an attractive
target as it is causative and/or upstream of pathological
mechanisms related to disease states (Figure 1).22,23

Importantly, RNAs can be analyzed from tissue or liquid
biopsies more easily than proteins because nucleic acids can be
amplified and sequenced. This Perspective focuses on our
current understanding of the molecular recognition of RNA by
small molecules, the design of bioactive small molecules, and
tools used to study RNA target validation, engagement, and
selectivity. There are many excellent reviews on RNA chemical
biology and drug discovery that cover topics outside the scope
of this Perspective.24−29

Figure 1. RNA as a viable drug target. (A) The conventional binary approach to small molecule drugs is their molecular recognition of proteins.
Among the ∼20 000 proteins that comprise the proteome, only about 15% are in traditional “druggable” protein families. In turn, this only
represents a fraction of the genome that is transcribed, leaving much of the transcriptome underexploited as therapeutic targets. (B) Noncoding
genes relate to the complexity of the organism, as the relative number of coding bases remains similar, while the relative number of long noncoding
RNAs (lncRNA) significantly increases, indicating that much of the intricacies of human biology and disease are represented among noncoding
regions. (C) Due to the importance of coding and noncoding RNA to biology, small molecules interacting with RNA can act on the transcriptome,
resulting in varied downstream effects. Importantly, validated activities for small molecules that target human RNA include: (i) changing gene
expression by modulating the stability of mRNA by direct binding; (ii) affecting its noncoding RNA effectors; (iii) affecting the epitranscriptome;
or (iv) influencing alternative splicing. Affecting the transcriptome with small molecule drugs can rescue disease by modulating the translation of
beneficial or detrimental proteins.
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■ ASSESSING RNA AS A DRUG TARGET

Since the beginning of modern medicine, RNA played an
essential role as a small molecule drug target (Figure 2).
Streptomycin was found to target the bacterial ribosome and
shortly after its discovery, became a first-in-line treatment for
Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Prior to this breakthrough discov-
ery, tuberculosis was a devastating disease, and those affected
were housed in sanitariums until they succumbed to the
infection. Other natural products isolated from species of
Streptomyces bacteria are also tried and true antibacterials such
as other aminoglycoside antibiotics like neomycin B, the active
ingredient in Neosporin. Studies of these compounds and their
derivatives quickly expanded to various other aminoglycosides-
based antibiotics, which are still in wide use today.30 While
these aminoglycosides are effective as broad-spectrum anti-
biotics, they tend to be promiscuous binders, leading to their
limited use unless they are modified.31 However, between their
discovery during WWII and now, there have been few ligands
that target RNA that have progressed to the clinic (Figure 2).
Phenotypic screens have been broadly used in the drug

discovery industry beyond screening bacterial lysates to find
active antibacterials. These approaches provide compounds
that affect a wide variety of pathways. The challenge with
phenotypic screens is identifying the engaged targets to
understand the mechanism of action, compounded by the
fact that target validation tools for these assays were generally
designed to probe protein-centric pathways. For example,
pooled CRISPR and shRNA hairpin libraries knock down
ORFs (protein) or forced expression of the ORF can be used
to track down a target for a small molecule.32,33

Although these phenotypic screens do not traditionally
consider RNA as a potential target, they have indeed
discovered compounds that modulate RNA. Unfortunately,
these screens do not necessitate interaction with the target
RNA of interest to modulate downstream RNA biology.
Discovered serendipitously through phenotypic screening of
small molecules interfering with the bacterial riboflavin
biosynthetic pathway, Merck reported ribocil, which acts to
inhibit the flavin mononucleotide (FMN) riboswitch and
subsequently disrupt translation of the downstream mRNA.34

After demonstrating that riboflavin genes (ribA and ribB) are

essential for Escherichia coli growth, ∼57 000 compounds were
screened for inhibition of bacterial growth that could be
reversed by riboflavin supplementation. This screen identified
that ribocil inhibited cellular production of riboflavin and its
metabolites. Compound-resistant E. coli strains were then
sequenced, revealing that all mutants contained base pair
mutations affecting the aptamer region of the FMN riboswitch,
which controls ribB expression. Additional binding and
reporter gene assays indicated that ribocil was a competitive
inhibitor of FMN and that inhibition was ablated in FMN
mutant constructs, validating this RNA as the compound’s
target. Although ribocil selectively binds the FMN riboswitch
and is structurally distinct from the endogenous FMN
riboswitch ligand, the rapid development of bacterial resistance
in various species precluded it from progression as a clinical
candidate. Overall, the development of ribocil has proven that
phenotypic screens can provide small molecules that bind
RNA, encouraging investigators to consider RNA modulation
as a mechanism of action.
An early adaptor of these phenotypic studies was PTC

Therapeutics. Their programs include compounds that perturb
readthrough of stop codons and affect pre-mRNA splicing
outcomes. Phenotypic screening identified ataluren, a clinical
candidate for treatment of Duchenne’s muscular dystrophy
(DMD). DMD is caused by a premature stop codon in the
dystrophin mRNA, and ataluren is thought to stimulate its
readthrough. Although ataluren was conditionally approved for
treatment of DMD in Europe, the FDA declined to accept it as
a drug based on a clinical trial in which ataluren missed its
primary end point.35,36 While exact details of its mechanism are
not known, studies revealed that ataluren directly binds and
stabilizes firefly luciferase, thus allowing for its identification in
the luciferase-based nonsense codon suppression assay.37,38

Therefore, in order to avoid false positives, target activity
observed from phenotypic screens must also consider potential
interference with downstream assay signals.
Risdaplam is a second compound that emerged from these

screens and affects pre-mRNA splicing as a treatment for
spinomuscular atrophy (SMA). This autosomal recessive
neurodegenerative disease is caused by deficiencies in survival
motor neuron (SMN) protein, which is caused by deletion or

Figure 2. Timeline of major developments in the RNA-targeting field. The history of drugging RNA is tied closely with molecular biology
discoveries (DNA/RNA structural determination). Antibacterials that targeted RNA preceded the first investigations into antisense
oligonucleotides. However, FDA approvals of antisense oligonucleotides increased upon completion of the human genome project. Recent
developments, such as the use of rational design-based approaches, the initiation of clinical trials for small molecule drugs treating spinal muscular
atrophy (SMA), and the first report of ribonuclease targeting chimeras (RIBOTACs), demonstrate the rapid development of small molecules
targeting RNA. These advancements provide a convincing argument to turn our focus to the druggable transcriptome.
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loss in function of the SMN1 gene.39 SMA is classified by
disease severity, which scales with the reduction of SMN
protein levels. The loss of functional SMN protein can be
compensated by its expression through the SMN2 gene.
However, SMN2 typically produces shorter and nonfunctional
SMN protein due to a C to T single nucleotide change that
causes biased exon 7 skipping, decreasing the half-life of the
resulting protein. Phenotypic screens led by Roche/PTC
identified compounds that increased inclusion of exon 7 in a
luciferase-based cellular assay. Following efficacy studies in
patient-derived cells and mouse models and RNA-Seq analysis

to verify selectivity, the orally active Risdaplam was identified
to convert the SMN2-encoding pre-mRNA into a longer lived
version by modifying its splicing outcome.40 In a similar report,
phenotypic screening at Novartis identified a compound,
Branaplam, that similarly increased production of functional
SMN protein through splicing modulation, which is now
progressing through clinical development.41

Due to their identification through phenotypic screens, the
mechanisms of action of these splicing modulators have not
been completely defined.42 Multiple studies have proposed
that compounds in the Risdiplam series can achieve such

Figure 3. Modular RNA secondary structure motifs form three-dimensional structures. (A) Hierarchical assembly of RNA structure from sequence
to secondary structure. Many of these secondary structures can form modular RNA motifs that can allow for small molecule recognition. (B)
Structural schematic of microRNA processing. Primary transcripts (pri-miRNAs) are processed by the Drosha endonuclease to yield precursor
hairpins (pre-miRNAs), which are exported to the cytoplasm and subsequently processed by the Dicer endonuclease to liberate a mature miRNA.
One of the mature strands is then loaded into the argonaute/RNA-induced silencing complex (AGO/RISC), whereupon it acts on RNAs to
modulate gene expression. Aberrant miRNA expression can be causative of disease phenotypes. (C) One rational design approach to target RNA is
to understand the molecular recognition of structural elements by small molecules, those elements that are preferred by the small molecule and
those that are discriminated against. Inforna compares structural elements within an RNA target to a database of these preferred interactions to
afford lead small molecules. For example, binding to the pri- or pre-miRNAs at functional Drosha or Dicer sites can prevent their processing to the
active, mature strand, thus allowing the rescue of disease-associated phenotypes through the inhibition of biogenesis.
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exceptional molecular recognition and specificity by formation
of a higher order complex comprising the exonic splicing
enhancer (ESE) sequence, the 5′-splice site (5′-ss), and other
regulatory splicing proteins.43 Wang and others used several
approaches, including chemical cross-linking and isolation by
pull-down (Chem-CLIP), in order to determine direct target
engagement and interactions of these compounds with
RNA.42,44 These Chem-CLIP studies, in addition to a series
of genomic and proteomic experiments of this class of
compounds, revealed their direct binding to the AGGAAG
motif present in exon 7 of the SMN2 pre-mRNA. Small
molecule binding promotes conformational changes that result
in increased binding of splicing modulators (FUBP1, KHSRP)
to enhance SMN2 splicing.42 These studies suggest that
compounds can directly bind and alter SMN2 RNA structure,
thereby affecting interactions with other splicing modifiers.42,43

Unfortunately, the specificity afforded by these compounds in
the context of interacting with specific splicing proteins and
RNA motifs in SMA may not be available for all RNA targets.
Collectively, none of these efforts purposefully targeted

RNA. While they validate that small molecules can affect
several different RNA functions, purposeful targeting of RNA is
altogether different. Tools such as Chem-CLIP will therefore
by key for exploiting RNA as a drug target, providing direct
evidence of target engagement and hence compound mode of
action.

■ RICH STRUCTURE OF RNA
Mammalian RNA encodes both genetic and structural
information, exemplified by noncoding transfer (t)RNA,
which was the first nucleic acid sequenced (Figure 2).45 The
discovery that the stable cloverleaf structure of tRNA interacts
with the codon of messenger (m)RNA represents that RNA−
RNA interactions function as a physical template for protein
synthesis, setting the stage for the central dogma of biology.46

Beyond their fundamental roles in protein synthesis, non-
coding RNAs also play essential regulatory roles. Recent
research even points to the fact that organismal complexity is
directly associated with the number of noncoding RNAs, rather
than the size of the genome (Figure 1).10 As an early example,
the Steitz group proved in seminal work that noncoding U1
small nuclear RNA (U1 snRNA) recognizes 5′ splice sites in
pre-mRNA,47 demonstrating that RNA structural recognition
is necessary for accurate splicing and that RNA adopts intricate
structures that influence genetic processes.
RNA folds into elaborate structures that enable its essential

functions in diverse applications in biology, encompassing
regulation of gene expression, ligand sensing, catalysis, and
others.48 In order to minimize its free energy, single stranded
RNA forms fully base-paired as well as noncanonically paired
regions (hairpins, internal loops, bulges, etc.) that determine
higher order (tertiary) folding patterns (Figure 3).48 These
secondary and tertiary RNA structural elements are highly
dynamic and dependent on their environment (protein, salt
concentration, small molecules, etc.), which can greatly affect
function. Within structured RNAs, over 50% of residues are
confined in Watson−Crick base-paired helices, and emerging
studies show that subtle changes to secondary structure, or
variation in Watson−Crick base pair interactions within RNA
helices, significantly impact the formation of tertiary
structures.49,50 Notably, not all human RNAs contain long-
range interactions between secondary structural elements, or
tertiary structure (unlike RNase P RNA, (t)RNAs, and

ribosomal (r)RNAs that display well-defined tertiary struc-
tures), including coaxial stacking and pseudoknots, among
others. Recent investigations into RNA tertiary folding
energetics have also suggested that tertiary structure can be
defined through a dynamic thermodynamic ensemble of
assembled secondary structural elements based on RNA
sequence.51 That is, secondary structure limits the number of
tertiary interactions available and hence constrains tertiary
structure.
As understanding RNA folding is foundational to deducing

its overall structure, much effort has been dedicated toward
accurately predicting RNA secondary structure from sequence,
including phylogenetic comparison, free energy minimization,
and combinations thereof.52−54 For example, entire kingdoms
of life have been determined through the conservation of RNA
secondary structure and phylogenetic comparison.55 In cases
where limited RNA sequences are available, secondary
structure prediction through free energy minimization is
commonly used.56 These free energy calculations are able to
provide both optimal and suboptimal structures.57 This
technique is more powerful when incorporating experimental
constraints from structural probing, allowing accurate deter-
mination of more complicated RNA structures (rRNA, viral
RNAs, etc.).58 Use of dimethyl sulfate (DMS) chemical
probing has also allowed global monitoring of RNA structure
in vivo with single nucleotide resolution, showing that cellular
mRNAs are predominantly unfolded.59,60 Optimal integration
of chemical probing experimental data and computational tools
remains an ongoing challenge in the field of RNA structural
determination, as recent quantitative tools to measure
covariations in RNA alignments have disputed evidence of
proposed secondary structures of various long noncoding
RNAs.61 Recently, advanced bioinformatics scanning window
models (ScanFold) have allowed generation of high likelihood
functional RNA structures.62 These resultant RNA structur-
omes provide evidence for hubs of structured regions within
viral and mammalian RNA.52

RNAs play essential roles in cellular processes; thus their
dysregulated expression or misfolding can be causative of
disease pathologies.22,23 For example, overexpression of
regulatory noncoding RNAs, such as microRNAs (miRNAs)
that have defined secondary structural elements but lack
tertiary structure, can result in oncogenic phenotypes.63

Improper folding of RNA can also be responsible for disease
pathology, as is commonly seen with short tandem repeat, or
microsatellite, RNA expansions.64 Due to their misfolding,
several pathological mechanisms can cause a wide variety of
disease mechanisms. Examples include (i) dysregulation of
RNA splicing due to single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs),
as seen in Tau neurodegenerative disorders; (ii) sequestration
of essential proteins that disrupts their normal function, as
observed in the sequestration of splicing factors by expanded
r(CUG) or r(CCUG) repeats in myotonic dystrophy type 1
(DM1) and type 2 (DM2), respectively; and (iii) the
production of toxic or nonfunctional proteins, as observed in
r(G4C2) repeat expansions observed in frontotemporal
dementia and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (FTD/ALS).64

Overall, the molecular basis for many diseases is rooted in
deregulated RNA function, which is intimately tied to its
proper structural folds.
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■ BASICS OF TARGETING RNA

As aberrantly folded RNA structures contribute to disease, it is
of utmost importance to provide compounds to correct their
dysfunction or to facilitate their study in healthy and disease
states. Beyond simple molecular recognition, however,
targeting RNA is also a function of a variety of interrelated
factors (Figure 4). First of all, drugs to target RNA must be
able to access the structural elements present in the target
RNA, which may be in prohibitive structural interactions with
other biomolecules [i.e., competition with RNA-binding
proteins (RBPs)], or the RNA itself may be difficult to access
(e.g., blood−brain penetrance). Additionally, selective com-
pounds must be able to disrupt the on-target RNA, while not
binding to off-target transcripts, within acceptable limits.
Binding to a specific transcript is also related to the expression
levels of competing RNA motifs, which is intimately connected
to tissue-specific or cellular compartment-specific expression.
Furthermore, compounds must be able to elicit observable
biological modulations; that is, compounds must interact with
RNA at a functional site (Figure 4).

A common approach to affect RNA function is sequence
complementarity through antisense oligonucleotide (ASO)
hybridization with a target strand. The resultant antiparallel
base-paired duplex can either affect the natural folding of the
target RNA, thus disrupting its interactions with other
biomolecules, or recruit endogenous cellular machinery to
cleave the RNA.65 These interactions, however, are dependent
on the thermodynamic and kinetic energy barriers necessary
for the folding/unfolding/hybridization of the native con-
formations of both the target RNA and ASO, which can limit
their effectiveness against highly structured RNAs.64 Thus, the
antisense-based strategy is best applied to weakly structured
RNAs. Beyond these difficulties to provide meaningful
molecular interactions, oligonucleotides have been known to
have inadequate in vivo properties (limited delivery strategies,
biodistribution, and tissue penetrance) and exhibit various side
effects that include eliciting of an immune response,
thrombocytopenia, and hepatotoxicity in patients that have
caused clinical trials to be halted.65−68

As the previous FDA standards indicate, ASO drugs are
assumed to be selective. Intriguingly, the selectivity of past

Figure 4. Factors that influence bioactivity and selectivity of RNA-binding ligands. (A) 2DCS selection and HiT-StARTS analysis identifies the top
binding RNA motifs and nonbinders to targapremir-210 (TGP-210). Z-Score is a calculated value that represents fitness of the RNA-small
molecule interaction. (B) Fitness plot of the top 25 binding motifs are shown. One of the highest fitness RNA motif interactions with TGP-210 is
the 5′ ACU/3′ UCA 3 × 3 internal loop (blue box) found in the functional Dicer site of miR-210. The 5′ AGC/3′ UAG RNA motif is a lower
affinity interaction (purple box). (C) Structure of TGP-210. (D, E) The bioactivity of TGP-210 to selectively inhibit miR-210 biogenesis is a
function of multiple factors, including the fitness of the RNA motif-small molecule interaction, the expression and turnover of the target RNA(s),
whether or not occupancy of the target site will result in a functional interaction (i.e., occupying a Dicer/Drosha site), and the accessibility of TGP-
210 to off-target sites.
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FDA-approved ASOs have not been thoroughly studied
transcriptome-wide or proteome-wide, despite the increasing
stringency to provide mode-of-action centric, selective drugs at
the molecular level.66,69 Indeed, investigations into the
specificity and selectivity of ASOs are more nuanced than
previously thought.66 Naively, it might be assumed that
selectivity can be enhanced by simply lengthening the
oligonucleotide. Herschlag and co-workers found, however,
that there is an optimal length of oligonucleotide to achieve
selectivity.70 Oligonucleotides that are too long can form
thermodynamically stable duplexes containing mismatches
with off-targets. Indeed, the sources of hybridization of
oligonucleotides with unintended targets are well-studied,
and developments in analytical bioinformatics and algorithms
have allowed computational screening to determine the
maximal on-target transcript effects with an acceptable
tolerance of off-targets.66,71 Still, the experimental determi-
nation of on-/off-targets through transcriptome-wide profiling
of ASOs is still necessary to measure selectivity. Interestingly,
there are multiple demonstrations that small molecules that
target RNA can rival the selectivity of ASOs or even exhibit
enhanced selectivity in certain cases.72−74 Thus, small molecule
targeting of RNA structure may overcome the various liabilities
of ASOs.
An emerging strategy to selectively target RNA with small

molecules is to focus on the molecular recognition of structural
elements.75 One approach to rapidly define selective small
molecule binders of RNA structural motifs is through a
selection-based method that screens a library of RNA motifs vs
a library of small molecules embedded in an agarose
microarray (Figure 3C).76 Dubbed two-dimensional combina-
torial screening (2DCS), the small molecule microarray is
incubated with a labeled RNA library that displays discrete
structural elements in a randomized region. Weak binders and
interactions with elements common to all library members
(i.e., outside the randomized region) are competed off with an
excess of oligonucleotide competitors (including DNA and
regions that mimic the cassette displaying the randomized
motif). Upon excision, amplification, and RNA-seq analysis of
the bound RNA, the motifs preferred by each small molecule
are defined by a statistical method named “high throughput
structure−activity relationships through sequencing” (HiT-
StARTS).77 HiT-StARTS determines the statistical significance
of the enrichment of a given motif in the 2DCS selection vs the
starting library. The higher the statistical confidence in this
enrichment, the more privileged, or fit, the interaction is.
Normalization of the statistical confidence affords a fitness
score for all members of an RNA library for a given small
molecule. By creating a database of the results from 2DCS and
HiT-StARTS, we developed a lead identification strategy for
RNA targets, dubbed Inforna (Figure 3C).78,79 That is, Inforna
searches RNA targets for structural elements preferred by small
molecules, which are chemical leads. Similar to the Watson−
Crick base-pairing rules that govern oligonucleotide selectivity
to RNA sequence, Inforna provides the small molecule
equivalent of experimentally derived RNA fold-small molecule
interactions for selective recognition of RNA structure.
While structure-based targeting shows great promise as

detailed below, it does have limitations. For example, not all
structural elements are functional; thus, even if a small
molecule binder is identified, it likely will have no biological
consequence. Alternatively, a ligand may not yet have been
discovered for a particular functional structure. We have

recently developed a strategy dubbed ribonuclease targeting
chimeras (RIBOTACs) to overcome these limitations
(discussed below). Furthermore, not all structures may be
accessible for ligand binding, for example, due to the presence
of long-range tertiary interactions or its interaction with RBPs.

■ SELECTIVE SMALL MOLECULE APPROACHES TO
PURPOSEFULLY AFFECT microRNA BIOLOGY

Much of the transcriptome exists in defined hubs of structured
RNA folds, and Inforna’s foundation is in querying these highly
probable regions of structured RNA elements against
experimentally identified and characterized RNA 3D fold-
small molecule interactions. Built into Inforna are several
strategies to rationally design compounds to purposefully
target RNA and affect downstream biology. As selectivity
remains the largest concern for small molecule targeting of
RNA, Inforna has the ability to predict on- and off-target
transcripts (Figure 4) (that is, RNAs with 3D-folds that are
optimal (high fitness) or suboptimal for small molecule
targeting).80 Additionally, these RNA 3D folds can be limited
to parts of RNA that are important for bioactivity, such as the
Dicer and Drosha processing sites in miRNAs. By use of the
highest fitness and most selective binders from Inforna, small
molecules that target oncogenic miRNA precursors have been
designed and have shown promising preclinical data in
vivo.75,77

Studies have determined that Inforna-defined RNA-small
molecule interactions can inform selective targeting of miRNA
precursors. These studies have formulated guidelines for
targeting RNA with small molecules. The oncogenic miR-
210 provides a prototypical example. Aberrant expression of
miR-210 is observed in cancer cells that are in low oxygen,
hypoxic environments, such as in solid breast cancer
tumors.81,82 Inforna identified a compound, Targapremir-210
(TGP-210), that selectively inhibits miR-210 biogenesis by
binding to the C/C internal loop displayed in its Dicer
processing site.80 Inhibition of miR-210 disrupted the hypoxic
circuit, resulting in stimulation of apoptosis in cellular and in
vivo models.80,83

Inhibition of miR-210 as a result of selective on-target
engagement was confirmed with a Chem-CLIP probe in which
TGP-210 was appended to a cross-linking (chlorambucil)
module and a purification (biotin) module. Chem-CLIP
studies revealed that miR-210 was the most enriched transcript
among highly abundant RNAs (rRNAs, tRNAs, mRNAs, etc.)
but also among hypoxia-associated miRNAs and miRNAs that
contain suboptimal binding sites (Figure 4). As the less
expressed miR-497 contained the same C/C internal loop as
miR-210, it was also pulled down in the enriched Chem-CLIP
fraction. Transcripts like miR-497, or other RNAs that contain
predicted interactions with the lead compound, are termed
RNA isoforms. Interestingly, TGP-210 bound to pre-miR-497
in a nonfunctional site; thus miR-497 biogenesis remained
unaffected.
Competitive Chem-CLIP (C-Chem-CLIP) was also applied

by co-treating cells with the TGP-210 Chem-CLIP probe and
the parent compound. Here, levels of miR-210 were depleted
in the pulled down fraction due to competition for occupancy
of target binding sites with TGP-210. These thorough studies
elucidated various rules necessary for small molecules targeting
RNA structure to selectively affect RNA biology. Importantly,
the presence of the C/C internal loop in the functionally
relevant Dicer processing site enabled TGP-210 to modulate
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miR-210’s downstream biology. Despite Chem-CLIP studies
indicating target engagement with off-target miR-497, due to
its interaction with TGP-210 in a nonfunctional site, its
binding remained “silent”. Additionally, abundance of the
target plays an important role, as miR-497 expression is 10-fold
lower than the overexpressed miR-210 in hypoxia, potentially
explaining its lower occupancy by TGP-210 (Figure 4). Giving
confidence to target expression being necessary for compound
bioactivity is the fact that apoptosis was not triggered in
normoxic cells, i.e., in a regular oxygen environment, that do
not overexpress miR-210. Overall, target expression levels and
occupancy of a biologically relevant site are necessary variables
to consider for small molecules that target structured RNAs.
Furthermore, target engagement techniques, such as Chem-
CLIP, can be used to verify on- and off-targets.
In the case of miR-210, Inforna identified lead RNA motif-

small molecule interactions that are uniquely displayed in
highly expressed, functional sites. Given the high concentration
of bystander RNAs (rRNA, tRNA) and RNA isoforms, there
are small molecules that bind motifs found in multiple
RNAs.84,85 As an example, Inforna identified a small molecule
with overlapping affinity for the functional Drosha sites present
in both pri-miR-515 and pri-miR-885.78,86 Selective inhibition
of pri-miR-515 was further compounded by the ∼2.5-fold
increased expression of miR-885 relative to miR-515 (Figure
4). In order to discriminate between these two miRNAs,
Inforna queried adjacent structured regions for a lead small
molecule, enabling optimization through a modular approach
in which multiple motifs can be targeted with the same
molecule.73 While many transcripts may contain the specific

RNA motif targeted by a small molecule, not all of them will be
presented in functional sites, while even fewer RNAs will
contain two targetable sites separated by defined, specific
distances (Figure 4). By screening a library of RNA-binding
modules separated by different linker lengths,87 a dimeric
compound, Targaprimir-515 (TGP-515), was developed to
selectively inhibit production of miR-515 vs miR-885.73

Treatment with TGP-515 in a nonmigratory breast cancer
cell line resulted in the increased biosynthesis of sphingosine 1-
phosphate (S1P) through the derepression of sphingosine
kinase 1 (SK1), triggering a migratory phenotype. This
multivalent approach has been also been applied to target
other specific RNAs successfully.88,89

The selectivity of TGP-515 to inhibit miR-515 biogenesis
and modulate downstream biology was validated through
several approaches. In a similar manner to the miR-210 studies,
a Chem-CLIP probe was synthesized, and competition with
TGP-515 indicated selective occupancy of only pri-miR-515,
and not pri-miR-885. The selectivity of the dimer compound
was rigorously confirmed through quantitative polymerase
chain reaction (qPCR) profiling, RNA-seq, and global neo-
protein studies, demonstrating on-target pathway activation
and limited off-target effects in MCF-7 cells (Figure 5).
Interestingly, proteomic studies indicated that human
epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) was the most
upregulated protein, which is normally not highly abundant in
basal MCF-7 cells. Pretreatment with TGP-515 in various
HER2-negative cell lines sensitized cells to the anti-HER2
therapies, Herceptin and Kadcyla, proving the hypothesis that
increased HER2 production upon TGP-515 treatment can

Figure 5. Tools to assess target engagement and selectivity of small molecules targeting RNA. Developing small molecules against RNA starts with
identification of a hit, whether through Inforna (Figure 3) or screening approaches (target-based, phenotypic, fragment-based, DNA-encoded, etc.).
Considering the factors from Figure 4, the hit must then be validated and optimized, including for in vitro binding affinity to the RNA structural
element over RNAs that do not contain the motif and other abundant RNA/DNAs. Further validation in vitro and in cells can be accomplished
with target engagement approaches that use chemical probing methods that measure RNA enrichment (Chem-CLIP) or RNA depletion
(Competitive (C)-Chem-CLIP), among others. Comprehensively evaluating cellular selectivity on a transcriptome- and proteome-wide scale is also
part of the workflow to validate a small molecule RNA target. After demonstration of selective on-target effects, the compound’s functional effect
must then be validated in more advanced models, including the effect of a gain or loss in expression of the target.
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render insensitive cells sensitive to targeted therapies.
Generally, the selectivity of a small molecule for its target is
one of the first considerations when designing chemical probes.
In this study, potential off-targets were identified computa-
tionally through Inforna, and suboptimal selectivity was
overcome through the use of multivalency. Ultimately,
validation and selectivity studies were able to identify a
potential precision medicine approach for difficult-to-treat
cancers.
In a similar case to miR-515, a monomeric compound

inhibited the biogenesis of both miR-377 and miR-421 by
binding to their common Dicer functional sites.90 Fortuitously,
Inforna identified a lead compound that bound to an adjacent
RNA motif in the pre-miR-377 hairpin that was not present in
pre-miR-421. Upon optimization of the linker spacing between
the RNA-binding modules that bound the two sites in pre-
miR-377, the resulting dimeric compound selectively inhibited
pre-miR-377, effecting angiogenesis through modulation of
VEGFA protein.
Thus, Inforna has proven to be broadly applicable for the

purposeful targeting of functional sites in human RNAs with
selective, bioactive small molecules, while also providing
comprehensive data sets defining RNA landscapes that are
key for selective targeting and for identifying chemotypes with
RNA-binding capacities. In addition, Inforna can be applied to
develop multivalent ligands with improved selectivity and
potency for RNAs that display unique targetable RNA motifs.

■ EXPLOITING RNA STRUCTURE FOR CHEMICAL
PROBE DESIGN

Many proteins are difficult to drug directly since they lack
traditionally targeted small molecule binding pockets; that is,
they have intrinsically disordered domains. Therefore, affecting
the coding mRNA upstream of protein production may present
a more viable therapeutic option to decrease aberrant protein
levels. One aspect of protein folding only recently receiving
attention for its possible functional roles is intrinsically
disordered regions.91,92 Indeed, only a small fraction of protein
crystal structures recorded in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) do
not possess disordered regions. These regions could represent
a protein−protein interface or potential allosteric site, the
folding of which is induced by binding of another protein,
metabolite, or small molecule drug. Indeed, the study of
molecular recognition of these protein structures by small
molecules has provided well-informed paths toward drug
design.93

One clinically relevant intrinsically disordered protein is α-
synuclein, which is causative of neurodegeneration in
Parkinson’s disease due to its aggregation in Lewy bodies.94

While α-synuclein protein is intrinsically disordered, the SNCA
mRNA that encodes this pathogenic protein has a highly
structured iron responsive element (IRE) in its 5′ untranslated
region (UTR) that controls its translation.95 Inforna identified
a small molecule, Synucleozid, that directly binds an A bulge in
the IRE, inhibiting translation in cells and providing a
cytoprotective effect.96 Direct molecular recognition of the
RNA by Synucleozid was validated using antisense oligonu-
cleotide ligand binding site mapping (ASO-Bind-Map), a small
molecule application of a previously developed technique.97

ASO-Bind-Map profiles binding sites of small molecules in
vitro and in cells as the small molecule binds and stabilizes the
target RNA’s structural element, thus interfering with ASO
binding and subsequent RNase H-mediated cleavage. Target-

ing α-synuclein upstream of its pathogenic protein demon-
strates that targeting RNA elements with extensive structure
can inhibit canonical translation. Importantly, affecting disease-
causing intrinsically disordered proteins encoded by structured
RNAs may not be limited to mRNAs with IRE and could be
broadly applied to other proteins that lack binding sites for
traditional “drug-like” small molecules.
The biology of RNA repeat expansion disorders presents

another notable target for small molecules that bind to
structured regions. From a small molecule targeting standpoint,
these repeat expansions form stable repeating structural units
that can be exploited for targeting, especially with on-site
compound synthesis using the disease-causing RNA as a
catalyst for inhibitor synthesis.89,98 These repeats are
potentially difficult to treat with ASOs that have to disrupt
these stable RNA structures. Repeating transcripts are
causative of >30 incurable diseases including ALS/FTD,
fragile X-associated tremor ataxia syndrome (FXTAS), and
DM1 and DM2.99 Disease-causing RNA repeats can be present
within coding or noncoding regions, which can affect their
downstream biology. In FXTAS and DM, repeats are present
in the 5′ and 3′ UTRs, respectively. ASOs sterically blocking
protein interactions within the RNA repeat expansions can
therefore modulate downstream biology. In the case of
FXTAS, however, ASOs can also decrease downstream
translation, suggesting that targeting r(CGG) repeat expan-
sions with ASOs could worsen, rather than alleviate, disease.
The repeating units, however, are amenable for small molecule
targeting, as they can allow for increased specificity through the
use of multivalent ligands.
In the case of myotonic dystrophy type 1, the r(CUG)

repeats trigger disease by sequestering muscle-blind like
protein 1 (MBNL1), which regulates the alternative splicing
of various transcripts, including the insulin receptor (IR) and
muscle-specific chloride ion channel (Clnc1). This gain of
function by the repeats thus results in aberrant splicing
products and hence DM1 disease biology. In addition to
spliceopathy, other phenotypic complications arise from the
expanded repeat such as aggregation of mutant transcripts with
RBPs in nuclear foci, activation of stress pathways,
haploinsufficiency, alteration of neighboring genes, and
dysregulation of translation.100−102 The binding affinity of
MBNL1 for r(CUG) repeats has been measured in the nM
range (∼3−200 nM).103 Therefore, multivalent small mole-
cules that bind the repeats with binding affinities also in the
nM range were developed that can compete for binding with
MBNL1, freeing it to resume its normal splicing functions.
Thus, directly binding RNA to compete with RBPs presents a
viable strategy to treat repeat expansion disorders. This
strategy is in contrast to small molecules that form a ternary
complex with the RNA and protein to treat SMA, as described
above.

■ TOOLS TO ASSESS TARGET ENGAGEMENT AND
SELECTIVITY OF RNA-BINDING SMALL
MOLECULES

A significant amount of weight in the drug discovery process
for any biomolecule is placed on in vitro binding affinity. While
important, depending too heavily on binding studies can also
be problematic, especially for dynamic RNA targets whose
structure can vary in vitro vs in situ. Indeed, studies have
generated ligands that interact with RNA with high affinity but
display little to no bioactivity. This mismatch between
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Figure 6. Quantitatively evaluating the selectivity of small molecules targeting RNA. (A) Data from profiling experiments can be used to quantify
compound selectivity by calculating a Gini coefficient (GC). GC analysis of kinase inhibitors showed that promiscuous compounds (staurosporine)
are characterized by values close to 0, while highly selective compounds exhibit Gini coefficient values close to 1 (PD184352; 0.91), with selective
compounds being defined as >0.6. (B) GC analyses can be applied to profiling data (left), such as miRNA qPCR profiling data between small
molecules (TGP-515; blue) and ASOs (515-ASO; green). Applying this analysis to various small molecule ligands targeting RNA structure indicates
that they demonstrate high selectivity for their targets. Antisense oligonucleotides targeting RNA sequence are also selective for their targets. Shown
are the structures and GC values of TGP-515 (blue) and Vivo-Morpholino ASO targeting miR-515 (green), in addition to other small molecule/
ASO GC analyses. Overall, Gini coefficients provide a metric to quantitatively define compound selectivity. When applied to RNA targeting, GC
analyses demonstrate that small molecules that recognize RNA structure can rival or exceed the selectivity of ASOs designed to bind via Watson−
Crick base pairing.
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optimized binding affinity and bioactivity could be due to
many factors, including in vitro conditions significantly
differing from in situ conditions (concentration/expression
level, presence of other biomolecules, metal ions, etc.), in vitro
models adopting different structures than the cellular RNA, the
binding method itself, poor cellular permeability, localization
of the small molecule to a cellular compartment where the
target is not located, etc. Thus additional methods of analysis
are required to validate target engagement (Figures 4 and 5).
Studying the in vitro selectivity of small molecules has been

more or less standardized. Typically, binding affinities of the
compound to the target RNA are quantified using various
biophysical techniques (biolayer interferometry [BLI], surface
plasmon resonance [SPR], NMR spectroscopy, microscale
thermophoresis [MST], ESI-LC/MS, electrophoretic mobility
shift assays [EMSA], etc.), that have been previously used for
other biomolecules.104−106 In addition, studying RNA-small
molecule interactions has also made the use of ligand or RNA-
based fluorescence and fluorescence-based displacement
assays.106,107 In these in vitro studies, the selectivity of ligands
to the target RNA are measured relative to several controls,
including point mutants of the target RNA that change its
three-dimensional structure (mutating an internal loop into a
base pair, for example), highly expressed RNAs (yeast tRNAs),
or bulk DNA (fish sperm DNA). These initial studies provide a
starting point to inform the on- and off-rate of the small
molecule to bind to a specific region of the RNA in a general
sense; however these assays may simplify the complexity of
RNA structural dynamics in the cell, which typically exist
across a population of states rather than a single explicit
structure and where stability of RNA structures can be
influenced by RBPs or post-transcriptional modifications.48,54

If we are indeed to develop guidelines for the selective recognition
of RNA by small molecules, it is imperative to trace bioactivity to
direct engagement of the target. Indeed, even among well-
developed protein targeting modalities that have reached
clinical trials, the compound action and mechanism of action
remains not well-characterized, which can result in off-target
effects.108 Until recently, target engagement methods had not
been developed for RNA targets. These new methods, which
employ cross-linking or cleavage, have been reviewed
previously.75 In addition to target engagement, many profiling
techniques are available to assess selectivity of small molecules
targeting RNA, each with their own experimental advantages
and liabilities.109,110 Below, we summarize three such methods.
Quantifying expression differences of RNA transcripts has

traditionally been performed through real-time reverse tran-
scription quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR).
Indeed, new instrumentation and technologies have allowed
for increased throughput while maintaining high sensitivity and
resolution, even at the single-cell level.111,112 The use of RT-
qPCR has been commonly used to measure differential
miRNA expression (Figure 5). RT-qPCR miRNA profiling
revealed that small molecule hits, defined by Inforna, that
target pri-miR-96 or pri-miR-515 had comparable selectivity to
ASOs targeting mature miR-96-5p or mature miR-515-5p,
respectively (Figures 5 and 6). Potential liabilities with
measuring RNA levels with RT-qPCR include the potential
biases in melting temperatures and amplification efficiency, and
the labor-intensive process can be prone to user error. RT-
qPCR profiling as a tool to measure the transcriptome is still
useful to measure a large quantity of genes, but it is used more
importantly for validation of known pathways. The method’s

reliance on gene specific primers potentially precludes its use
as a discovery tool.
Whole transcriptome, RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) is the

emerging technology to measure transcript abundance in gene
expression studies. As RNA-Seq is based on counting reads
aligned to reference sequences and does not require specific
probe sequences for expression measurements, it overcomes
limitations encountered by RT-qPCR profiling. Additionally,
the dynamic range of RNA-Seq is only limited by the read
count and can be performed with a limited amount of
transcript material. A potential limitation with RNA-Seq has
been standards for data processing and methods for normal-
ization and statistical analysis, where best practices are still
being developed and must be completed on a case-by-case
basis. Differential expression analysis from RNA-Seq can also
be used to quantitatively define on- and off-targets, as well as to
study the downstream effects of compound treatment, i.e.,
downstream pathway analysis. A recent example includes
utilizing RNA-Seq at an early time point in breast cancer cells
treated with a compound that inhibited miR-515 biogenesis.
This analysis showed the compound’s limited off-target effects
on the transcriptome but also the upregulation of downstream
proliferative pathways.73

Studying the effects on the downstream proteins takes
investigations into small molecule selectivity beyond the
transcriptome and can define how the modulation of RNA
biology affects the proteome. Although compounds are
affecting the transcriptome, proteomics can be used as a
readout to measure the change in the protein landscape as a
result of affecting RNA. Global proteomics, commonly used to
study compounds selectively targeting proteins, or neo-protein
synthesis, measuring proteins that are up- or down-regulated
after compound treatment, can reveal novel biology. Indeed,
the downstream neo-protein synthesis upon inhibition of miR-
515 with TGP-515 revealed compound enhancement of HER2
protein expression in a normally HER2 negative cell line. Upon
this realization, the levels of HER2 were able to be tuned in
order to sensitize their treatment with anti-HER2 precision
medicines.
Functional assays are important to verify that the compound

is functioning through the predicted RNA-centric mode of
action. With TGP-515, important loss- and gain-of-function
assays were performed to validate the sensitivity of HER2
negative cell lines affecting miR-515 and SK1 pathways. For
example, an siRNA or chemical knockdown of SK1 ablated the
migratory phenotype (Figure 5) and sensitivity to HER2
therapies. Similarly, overexpression of SK1 resulted in a similar
sensitivity, indicating that derepression of SK1 by miR-515
inhibition was responsible for increased sensitivity to HER2-
targeted therapies. In addition to confirmation of target
engagement and selectivity through techniques such as
Chem-CLIP and profiling, functional assays are necessary to
ascertain that the compound is operating through the
hypothesized mode of action.

■ QUANTIFICATION OF SELECTIVITY
Quantification of compound selectivity has previously been
measured with kinase inhibitors.113 One particular metric is
called a Gini coefficient, which was originally developed as a
measure of statistical dispersion of wealth distribution to
measure inequality.114 More recently, the Gini coefficient has
been used to measure selectivity of kinase inhibitors as it
expresses a frequency distribution of differential inhibition
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among a population of kinases. In brief, Gini coefficients range
from 0, indicating a nonselective compound, to 1, indicating
selectivity for a single target. For example, a kinase inhibitor
that lacks selectivity (inhibits 78/85 kinases tested) had a Gini
coefficient of 0.15 while inhibitors considered selective had
Gini coefficients ranging from 0.69 to 0.91 (Figure 6).114,115

Applying such an analysis to RT-qPCR profiling data from
miRNAs expressed in MCF-7 cells indicated similar selectivity
of a small molecule that affects pri-miR-515 and a Vivo-
Morpholino modified ASO that targets miR-515-5p (Gini

coefficients of 0.75 and 0.72, respectively) (Figure 6). In
another analysis, the small molecule and ASO targeting miR-96
displayed comparable levels of selectivity with Gini coefficient
values of 0.71 and 0.62, respectively (Figure 6). Besides qPCR
profiling data, Gini coefficient analysis can be applied to larger
data sets. For example, an analysis on a transcriptome-wide
microarray experiment highlighted the broad selectivity of both
a small molecule targeting miR-544 (Gini coefficient = 0.73)
and an ASO targeting miR-544 (Gini coefficient = 0.70).116

Interestingly, the monomeric miR-544 small molecule has

Figure 7. Physiochemical properties of RNA binders and common RNA-binding scaffolds. (A) Physiochemical properties of cataloged RNA
binders contained within Inforna and R-BIND show convergence and correlate with properties of FDA approved drugs. FDA approved drugs were
taken from DrugBank.122 (B) Properties that are enriched within RNA binders include greater positive charge at pH 7.4, number of H-bond donor
and acceptor counts, and total polar surface area (TPSA). RNA binders also exhibit fewer chiral centers, aliphatic atoms, and rotational bonds
compared to nonbinders. (C) Scaffolds contained within Inforna and R-BIND that exhibit RNA binding. These include oligosaccharides,
benzimidazoles, purines, naphthalenes, quinolines, quinazolines, aminopyrimidines, and quinidine thiazoles. Interestingly, while most data generally
point to planar molecules as RNA binders, some sterically rich compounds have been found to bind RNA.
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highly drug-like properties, supporting the idea that selective
small molecules targeting structured RNA motifs also occupy
traditional “drug-like” chemical space. Overall, in order to be
able to objectively measure the selectivity of small molecules
interacting with RNA, metrics such as the Gini coefficient are
useful tools to compare compound selectivity. Importantly,
Gini coefficient analyses have shown that the selectivity of
small molecules can rival or exceed that of ASOs.

■ DRUGLIKENESS AND BEYOND THE RULE OF 5

Drug discovery has long used a set of physicochemical
parameters to define the chemical space that is most likely to
become an orally bioavailable drug. As RNA has previously
been considered an “undruggable” target, then perhaps the
physicochemical profiles of orally bioactive drugs may not
necessarily be the best measure for RNA-binding ligands.
Indeed, not all drugs are created for the same purpose, which
may inaccurately bias trends toward an average that is not
necessarily true for the specific applications of lead
compounds.117 For example, many small molecules differ in
clearance rates and exposure to the tissue type of interest; i.e.,
blood−brain barrier penetrant compounds are different from
systemic broad spectrum antibiotics. Therefore, the commonly
used parameters that make drugs particularly attractive for oral
delivery in protein targeting applications may not be
appropriate for targeting RNA. In fact, there is an increasing
trend of compounds that exist in a space that is extended from
the Rule of 5 (eRo5) or even beyond the Rule of 5 (bRo5).118

Indeed, as the methods to analyze the selectivity of compounds
has progressively become more rigorous (full proteomics and
transcriptomics profiles) and with the greater rigor for
compounds with defined modes of action, the landscape of
what is considered a “drug” that selectively hits a defined drug
target has significantly changed.108 Traditional ASOs, and
other biologics such as antibody-drug conjugates, have also
seen a rapid rise in approvals as FDA-approved drugs,
suggesting that compounds that do not fit into traditional

medicinal chemistry parameters are also viable as effective
therapeutics.119

In pursuit of more selective and potent compounds, a recent
trend has become known as “compound bloat”. That is, drugs
and potential drug candidates have been increasing in
molecular weight and changing the classic idea of drug-like
compounds. As mentioned by others, this “compound bloat”
has been in response to decreasing off-target effects that were
not previously measurable with technologies available at the
time the drug was developed (CRISPR screens, RNA-Seq,
proteomics).108 Indeed, targeting multiple “hot sites” of the
same target or using binding sites between two different
surfaces (i.e., protein−protein interactions (PPI)) has now
been implemented.120 However, these innovative techniques
have required increased molecular weight and polar surface
area, along with an increased number of hydrogen bond
donors and acceptors.119

While many drug-like compounds are heavily tested in vitro
before in cellulis evaluation, binding contacts are not the only
factor that influences bioactivity when concerned with drug-
like properties. Furthermore, bioactivity does not necessarily
indicate on-target effects, as without proper target engagement
and validation, the compound may work in a different
mechanism than hypothesized. Indeed, focusing on optimal
physicochemical properties is important toward discovering
privileged RNA space, but more innovative and novel
approaches to the problem of targeting RNA with small
molecules may result in compounds that look more “undrug-
like” than traditional small molecule therapeutics. More
provocatively, chemical matter that affects RNA space most
effectively may differ significantly from traditional guidelines
used to identify, design, and optimize ligands that affect other
biomolecules.
Insight into the physicochemical properties of RNA-binding

small molecules can begin to be gleaned from interactions
housed in Inforna79 and a recently created catalog named R-
BIND.121 Analysis of the compounds in both databases
revealed highly similar chemical properties to FDA approved

Figure 8. Properties of bioactive therapeutic modalities. Current and emerging strategies to affect downstream biology include antibodies
(rituximab, PDB code 4KAQ), ASOs (Nusinersen), small molecules (TGP-210), and targeted degradation approaches (TGP-210 RIBOTAC).
Each targets a unique space, but RIBOTACs can affect bioactivity of RNA without binding to a functional site. RIBOTACs also degrade their
targets in a catalytic and substoichiometric fashion, thus allowing greater potency. Small-molecule-based modalities are advantageous as their
physicochemical properties can be potentially medicinally optimized. ASO, small molecule, and targeted degradation models were made using the
Online SMILES Generator (National Cancer Institute).
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drugs in DrugBank (Figure 7A).122 However, differences are
indeed observed. For example, RNA binders on average have
more aromatic rings (3.9 ± 1.9 vs 1.4 ± 1.4 in approved drugs)
and more H bond donor (5.2 ± 4.5 vs 2.4 ± 0.5.0) and
acceptor groups (8.5 ± 6.2 vs 5.1 ± 7.4).
In one large screen to identify novel compounds that bind

RNA, a comparison of binding and nonbinding molecules
showed that binders had on average 1.5-fold higher cLogP
values, 1.3-fold more ring systems, 1.7-fold fewer aliphatic
atoms, 1.5-fold more H-bond donors, 2.4-fold more H-bond
acceptors, 10-fold fewer chiral centers, and slightly greater
positive charge (δ+ of 0.4 vs 0.3 at pH 7.4) (Figure 7B).90

These data indicate a propensity for RNA binders to be
structurally rigid and planar, likely driving binding of the RNA
via π−π stacking and hydrogen bonding interactions with the
nucleobases and/or the phosphate backbone.90

Scaffolds commonly associated with RNA binding that have
yielded bioactive ligands include benzimidazoles, bis-benzimi-
dazoles and phenylbenzimidazoles, aminopyrimidines, and
quinazolines (Figure 7C). Other scaffolds identified from
Inforna and R-BIND include oligosaccharides, naphthalenes,
and purines. While the above physiochemical data and
previous works suggest a preference for planar molecules,
sterically rich compounds have also been identified such as
oligosaccharides and those found in Figure 7C including
spirocycles and fused ring spirocycles.

■ EMERGING MODALITIES FOR AFFECTING RNA
BIOLOGY

As RNA presents a novel and challenging target, new
approaches are needed to affect its downstream biology
through its direct targeting. Recent work has demonstrated the
use of other modalities to enable the targeted degradation of

RNA, such as bleomycin conjugates (reviewed more in-depth
previously),69,99,119,123 outside the traditional “drug-like”
physicochemical properties.124 Many compounds (described
above) have rescued disease-associated phenotypes through a
binding mode of action; however, it may be advantageous to
expand the mode of action to cleave the RNA target, whether
directly or by recruiting endogenous nucleases (Figure 8).
These “RNA degraders” can potentially ameliorate disease
pathologies in a more potent and selective manner than simple
binding compounds.72,89

RNA degraders have been applied extensively to RNA repeat
expansion disorders, as many of these highly stable structures
can function as scaffolds to sequester proteins or to trigger
repeat associated non-ATG (RAN) translation. Recently,
Angelbello et al. demonstrated that RNA-degraders rescue
DM1 disease pathology through intraperitoneal delivery of
Cugamycin (a dimeric r(CUG)-binding compound appended
to bleomycin), which selectively cleaves the repeat expansion
in a preclinical mouse model.72 In addition to its therapeutic
potential, these degrader molecules can also function as
effective chemical probes, as described through the develop-
ment of small molecule nucleic acid profiling by cleavage
applied to RNA (RiboSNAP). RiboSNAP uses the cleavage
activity of bleomycin to deplete the RNA target’s levels in
patient-derived cells, thus demonstrating target engagement.
RiboSNAP has also been applied with other noncoding RNAs
to map small molecule binding sites,75 thus establishing RNA
degraders and RiboSNAP as a new potential class of targeted
therapeutic and chemical probing technique.
Recently, our lab has designed small molecules that can

recruit a nuclease to a specific transcript, triggering its
degradation. RIBOTACs, akin to PROTACs,125 recruit
nucleases for the targeted degradation of structured RNA

Figure 9. Ribonuclease targeting chimeras (RIBOTACs) as heterobifunctional degraders of RNA. (A) Taking cues from PROTACs and RNase H-
based antisense oligonucleotide approaches, RIBOTACs are heterobifunctional compounds that recruit endogenous nucleases to degrade a
targeted transcript. RIBOTACs can potentially increase potency of small molecules as they can catalytically and substoichiometrically degrade an
RNA target. These RIBOTACs simply need to bind the target (not necessarily at a functional site) and use endogenous ribonuclease pathways to
remove the RNA via targeted degradation, which also rids the RNA of any potential scaffolding functions with RBPs. Formation of the ternary
complex may also increase selectivity as only meaningful interactions between the RNA:RIBOTAC:RNase L will result in cleavage. While this
approach is potentially broadly applicable, development and optimization of both RNA binders and RNase-recruiting modules remain time-
consuming, especially as there are a limited number of known RNase activators. Additionally, RIBOTACs that function through RNase L can have
less pronounced effects on nuclear RNA, as RNase L is primarily cytoplasmic. (B) Advantages provided by the RIBOTAC approach. (C)
Demonstration of increased selectivity of different RNA-binding modules, as indicated by GC analysis. The monomeric RNA-binding module that
binds a single functional site on an RNA is less selective than the multivalent ligand targeting the same RNA. Adding an RNase L recruitment
module to convert the dimeric compound into a RIBOTAC allows for increased selectivity, potentially due to the requirement of effective ternary
complex formation between the RNA, RIBOTAC, and RNase L.
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sites (Figure 8). Specifically, RIBOTACs locally recruit
endogenous latent ribonuclease (RNase L) to a specific
transcript, allowing for assembly of dimeric, active RNase L to
selectively degrade the RNA target. This strategy is akin to a
small molecule form of CRISPR, without the need for
transfection of foreign guide RNA transcripts or proteins. In
contrast, RIBOTACs exploit a cell’s endogenous machinery for
nucleic acid disposal by bringing together all the “players” in a
ternary complex (target RNA:RIBOTAC:RNase L). By locally
eliminating aberrantly functioning RNA, rather than simply
binding and inhibiting it, RIBOTACs offer specific advantages:
Occupancy vs Event Driven Processes. Current

pharmacological paradigms require small molecules to
modulate downstream function by occupying enzyme active
sites or blocking receptors, which requires high concentrations
of drug at the correct position. Not only can maintaining high
concentrations of drug lead to off-target effects, this
occupancy-driven model requires RNA with accessible,
“druggable” active sites, which may be difficult to target
selectively. By eliminating the aberrant RNA, rather than
binding and inhibiting them, RIBOTACs circumvent the
occupancy-driven model and instead are event-driven: binding
enables activation of ribonucleases to initiate degradation
(Figures 8 and 9).
Increased Potency and Catalytic Activity. Low levels of

occupancy of RIBOTACs may be able to maintain a rate of
RNA degradation that can provide the desired pharmacological
effect. Previous small molecule catalytic activity was seen with
Ru(bypy) photocatalysts as singlet oxygen generators,126 and
RIBOTACs have demonstrated a similar level of substoichio-
metric degradation of their targets.127 This catalytic effect also
suggests that RIBOTAC concentrations required for degrada-
tion may be much lower than those required for levels of
inhibition by simple binding. As a catalytic degrader,
RIBOTAC action also allows for greater RNA depletion over
time; that is, low exposures can lead to meaningful knockdown,
reducing potential off-target toxicity.
Avoiding Target Accumulation. Drug binding can

potentially stabilize RNA, thereby increasing its half-life.
Once drug exposure drops below a certain inhibitory level,
the disease-causing RNA will then persist. Degradation avoids
this dilemma entirely, as it eliminates the target RNA
completely. Additionally, degradation rather than binding
also rids the targeted RNA of their potential disease-causing
interactions with other biomolecules, such as RBPs like
MBNL1 with r(CUG) expanded repeats. Accumulation of
mutations in the drug target can also occur under selective
pressure, which may negatively affect drug binding and
occupancy, thereby leading to a decrease in efficacy, as
observed with ribocil. Interestingly, RIBOTACs do not
necessarily have to target an active site to form a ternary
complex and degrade the target, as even an allosteric binder
can be used. Degradation of the RNA also leads to a lower risk
of the target complex evolving a resistant form, but upon
formation of resistance, the modularity of RIBOTACs can
potentially lead to the simple solution of using an alternative
target binder. As ribonucleases are highly conserved and
ubiquitous among cells, resistance to RIBOTAC-induced
degradation may be much lower than observed for simple
binding compounds.
Gain of Specificity. Achieving good selectivity over off-

targets still presents a significant challenge among small
molecule inhibitors, especially in RNA targets that contain

highly homologous binding sites. RIBOTACs achieve targeted
degradation in two steps, first from binding of the RIBOTAC
to the target and, second, upon nuclease recruitment to the
target RNA (Figure 9). While the first step is mainly controlled
by the affinity of the RIBOTAC to form binary complexes with
its target RNA, the selectivity of the latter step can be
appropriately adjusted for the RNA of interest via linker length
or even by modulating the RNase recruiter. Additionally, as
described above, compounds typically require binding to active
sites within an RNA target to be effective; however
RIBOTACs can be designed to bind structural motifs unique
to a specific target RNA, thus enabling greater selectivity.
Therefore, selectivity can be engineered into each component
of the RIBOTAC to modulate the intrinsic binding affinity of
the lone RNA-binding module to off-target RNAs. One
important factor to consider for future RIBOTACs may be
the role of binding kinetics (kon/koff rates). Indeed, with the
advent of newer biophysical methods to analyze kinetics,
recent studies have shown greater appreciation for on-/off-
rates for drugs binding to their targets.128 These properties are
further complicated upon accounting for the optimal
presentation/rate of recruitment of the RNase recruitment
module and the complexities of ternary complex formation
with the RNA target and RNA-binding module in the cell,
which are required for RIBOTACs to propagate cleavage.
Collectively, our inaugural studies suggest (i) RIBOTACs

could be a general strategy broadly applicable to imbue RNA-
targeted small molecules with cleavage capability, extending
mode of action beyond simple binding and (ii) selectivity, as
compared to the RNA-binding compound alone, can be
enhanced by conjugation of a degradation module, as also
observed with nonspecific kinase inhibitors converted to a
PROTAC.129 Additionally, RIBOTACs can use guiding
principles from studies into ternary complex formation and
the role of kinetics for optimal activity in the PROTACs space
when considering RNA-targeted degradation.130,131 Bearing
this in mind, future studies to apply the RIBOTAC technology
for the druggable transcriptome may require (i) medicinal
chemistry of RNA-binding small molecule, linker, and RNase L
recruitment modules, especially regarding on-/off-rates; (ii)
studies toward the recruitment of other ribonuclease modal-
ities, preferably with favorable physicochemical properties; (iii)
new linker chemistries to optimize presentation of the
bifunctional ends; and (iv) application of RIBOTACs to in
vivo models. Indeed, a recent study has shown that a
RIBOTAC using a heterocyclic recruiter of RNase L was
able to substoichiometrically degrade pre-miR-21 to impede
metastasis of breast cancer to the lung in a mouse model.132

Interestingly, selectivity and Gini coefficient analysis indicated
that the RIBOTAC targeting miR-21 was more selective than
the parent binding compounds, rivaling or exceeding that of
protein-targeted drugs. Further downstream transcriptome and
proteome-wide studies demonstrated broad inhibition of
oncogenic pathways, as expected upon miR-21 depletion.132

■ CONCLUSION
As controlled RNA expression manages nearly every function
in the human body, modulation of these phenomena
represents an integral goal in biomedical research. As a result
of chemical probes and small molecule drugs being developed
for a tiny fraction of the proteome, a call to develop chemical
probes (small molecules, degraders, biologics, etc.) for the
entirety of the human proteome was recently announced
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(Target 2035).133 Indeed, this ambitious aspiration will require
many groups willing to work on proteins in the “dark
proteome” and the advancement and optimization of new
and current technologies (DNA-encoded libraries, massively
parallel high throughput screening, functional assays for
understudied proteins, etc.).134,135 Another approach to
increase coverage of chemical probes would be to study
compounds that modulate protein levels by affecting them at
the RNA level. Not only could compounds that target RNA
effectively inhibit protein expression by binding to their
precursor mRNA transcript, but they also could potentially
activate proteins by modifying their associated regulatory
RNAs (miRNAs, lncRNAs, etc.), thus providing a bilateral
approach to affect protein biology.
While effective control of RNA expression using antisense

technologies has been demonstrated, these modalities are still
limited in their own unique ways, leading researchers to
examine if the same level of control and selectivity can be
achieved using small molecules. Highlights from this
Perspective have illustrated that the selective molecular
recognition of RNA with small molecules is possible through
the interaction of ligands with structured RNA motif regions.
Bioactivity of small molecule ligands requires more than just
optimizing for high affinity in vitro binding interactions.
Furthermore, the analysis of transcriptome- and downstream
proteome-wide selectivity can determine how structural
recognition can be exploited for specific RNA modulation.
Importantly, target engagement and validation studies are
essential to verify RNA-centric modes of action and to rescue
disease-associated phenotypes through an expanding toolbox
of techniques. Finally, RNA is indeed druggable, although the
compounds used may not look like traditional drugs, such as
heterobifunctional chimeric compounds that have demon-
strated efficacy in selective RNA degradation.
As opportunities arise and challenges are met for RNA-

targeting small molecules, it is an exciting time to propose a
druggable transcriptome project in order to provide chemical
probes for functional RNAs on a transcriptome-wide scale.
Developing technologies, such as RIBOTACs, and currently
existing methodologies, such as Inforna, can be used in
conjunction to study and optimize small molecules targeting all
functionally relevant RNAs broadly. As advancements and
innovations in the design and discovery small molecules
interacting with RNA continue, the use of these techniques can
bring about a new paradigm in chemical biology and
potentially launch research into new therapeutic modalities
and viable medicines.
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